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Abstract

We focus on implementing and optimizing a sixth-order finite-difference solver for simulating compressible fluids on a GPU using

third-order Runge-Kutta integration. Since graphics processing units perform well in data-parallel tasks, this makes them an

attractive platform for fluid simulation. However, high-order stencil computation is memory-intensive with respect to both main

memory and the caches of the GPU. We present two approaches for simulating compressible fluids using 55-point and 19-point

stencils. We seek to reduce the requirements for memory bandwidth and cache size in our methods by using cache blocking and

decomposing a latency-bound kernel into several bandwidth-bound kernels. Our fastest implementation is bandwidth-bound and

integrates 343 million grid points per second on a Tesla K40t GPU, achieving a 3.6× speedup over a comparable hydrodynamics

solver benchmarked on two Intel Xeon E5-2690v3 processors. Our alternative GPU implementation is latency-bound and achieves

the rate of 168 million updates per second.
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1. Introduction

The number of transistors in a microprocessor has been dou-

bling approximately every two years and as a result, the per-

formance of supercomputers measured in floating-point oper-

ations per second (FLOPS) has been following a similar in-

crease. However, since increasing the clock frequencies of mi-

croprocessors to gain better performance is no longer feasible

because of power constraints, this has lead to a change in their

architectures from single-core to multi-core.

While modern central processing units (CPUs) utilize more

cores and wider SIMD units, they are designed to perform well

in general tasks where low memory access latency is impor-

tant. On the other hand, graphics processing units (GPUs)

are specialized in solving data-parallel problems found in real-

time computer graphics and as a result, house more paral-

lel thread processors and use higher-bandwidth memory than

CPUs. With the introduction of general-purpose programming

frameworks, such as OpenCL and CUDA, GPUs can now also

be programmed to do general purpose tasks using a C-like lan-

guage instead of using a graphics application-programming in-

Email addresses: johannes.pekkila@aalto.fi (Johannes Pekkilä),

miikka.vaisala@helsinki.fi (Miikka S. Väisälä)

terface (API), such as OpenGL. In addition, APIs such as Ope-

nACC can be used to convert existing CPU programs to work

on a GPU. For these reasons, GPUs offer an attractive platform

for physical simulations which can be solved in a data-parallel

fashion.

In this work we concentrate on investigating sixth-order cen-

tral finite-difference scheme implementations on GPUs, suit-

able for multiphysics applications. The justification for the use

of central differences with explicit time stepping, a configura-

tion which is not ideal concerning its stability properties, comes

from the fact that, even though some amount of diffusion is re-

quired for stability, they provide very good accuracy and are

easy to implement (see, e.g. [1]). In addition, the various types

of boundary conditions and grid geometries needed in multi-

physics codes such as the Pencil Code1 are easy to implement

with central schemes. Moreover, the problem has the potential

to exhibit strong scaling with the number of parallel cores in the

optimal case.

There are astrophysical hydro- and magnetohydrodynamic

solvers already modified to take advantage of accelerator plat-

forms (i.e. [2], [3], [4]), that most often use low-order dis-

cretization. As an example of a higher-order scheme for cos-

1http://github.com/pencil-code
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mological hydrodynamics, we refer to [5]. We also note that

more theoretical than application-driven work on investigating

higher-order stencils on GPU architecture exists in the litera-

ture, see e.g. [6]. There are many scientific problems, such

as modeling hydromagnetic dynamos, where long integration

times are required, either to reach a saturated state (see e.g. [7]),

or to exhibit non-stationary phenomena and secular trends (see

e.g. [8]). Therefore, it is highly desirable to find efficient ways

to accelerate the methods, GPUs offering an ideal framework.

The accelerated codes typically employ lower-order conserva-

tive schemes, in which case the halo region to be communicated

to compute the differences is small, and does not pose the main

challenge for the GPU implementation. High-order schemes of

similar type as presented here exist for two-dimensional hydro-

dynamics (e.g. [9]); in this paper, we deal with a 3D implemen-

tation of a higher-order finite-difference solver. Such schemes

are much less diffusive and they are more suitable for accurate

modeling of turbulence, which is, on the other hand, crucial

for e.g. investigating various types of instabilities in astrophys-

ical settings. One mundane example, which is the solar dy-

namo, is responsible for all the activity phenomena on the Sun,

driving the space weather and climate that affect life on Earth

[10]. The accurate modeling of turbulence is also important in

understanding such phenomena as the structure of interstellar

medium [11] and star formation [12].

We make the following contributions in this work. First, we

describe, implement and optimize two novel methods for sim-

ulating compressible fluids on GPUs using sixth-order finite

differences and 19- and 55-point stencils. The current imple-

mentation is for simulations of isothermal fluid turbulence. The

bigger picture is that it uses the same core methods as the Pen-

cil Code. Thus the current code development works as a pilot

project in the conversion of the Pencil Code to use GPUs.

Our implementations perform 1.7× and 3.6× faster than a

state-of-the-art finite difference solver, Pencil Code, used for

scientific computation on HPC-clusters. Second, we present an

optimization technique called kernel decomposition, which can

be used to improve the performance of latency-bound kernels.

Currently our code, called Astaroth, supports isothermal com-

pressive hydrodynamics, but it will be expanded in the future

to include more complex physics, in the end supporting the full

equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).

In this paper, we present the physical motivation (Sect. 2)

behind our implementations, and the technical justification and

background (Sect. 3). The details of our implementations and

the Astaroth code are presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we present

the performance of our GPU implementations and compare the

results with physical test cases in Sect. 6. Finally, in Sect. 7,

we discuss our results and conclude the paper.

2. Problem specification

Here we describe the basic equations and numerical methods

featured in the current implementation of the Astaroth code,

which were also used in testing the different optimizations. For

simplicity, the code is limited to the domain of hydrodynamics.

We consider the fluid to be isothermal and compressible, and

we include the full formulation of viscosity to the momentum

equation. This allows for testing our methods with reasonable

enough physics while avoiding overt complexity during the de-

velopment of the methods.

2.1. Governing equations

In a compressible system, the conservation of mass can be
expressed as the rate equation for density ρ, called the continu-
ity equation:

D ln ρ

Dt
= −∇ · u. (1)

Here D/Dt is the convective derivative ∂/∂t + (u · ∇) and

density is expressed in logarithmic form ln ρ and u is a three-

dimensional velocity vector. The logarithmic form of density

helps to avoid numerical errors that can occur with large strati-

fications or erroneously negative values of density.

Momentum conservation in a viscous fluid is modelled by a
rate equation commonly known as the Navier-Stokes equation.
In the case of isothermal viscous hydrodynamics featured in the
Astaroth code it is given by:

Du

Dt
= −c2

s∇ ln ρ + f + ν

(
∇2u +

1

3
∇(∇ · u) + 2S · ∇ ln ρ

)
, (2)

where −c2
s∇ ln ρ is the pressure term in the isothermal case

where the pressure is given by p = ρc2
s with cs being the con-

stant sound speed, f is an external body force, such as an ex-

ternal gravity field or a forcing function (see Sect. 6), ν is the

kinematic viscosity coefficient, which is assumed constant, and

S is the traceless rate-of-strain tensor:

S i j =
1

2

(
∂ui

∂x j

+
∂u j

∂xi

−
2

3
δi j∇ · u

)
. (3)

2.2. Non-dimensional units and system parameters

While solving the equations, we assume that the variables are

described in dimensionless manner. Depending on the nature

of the actual physical question, the result can be scaled during

the data analysis phase into relevant physical dimensions. In

this way, we can avoid using numerically unsound parameter

values.

The dimensionless physical units are defined as

ρ =
ρphys

Mu/L
3
u

, u =
uphys

Lu/Tu

, ν =
νphys

L2
u/Tu

,

cs =
cs,phys

Lu/Tu

, k =
kphys

2π/Lu

(4)

where Lu, Mu and Tu denote chosen unit scaling of length, mass

and time respectively.

In addition, we use an important dimensionless measure, the
Reynolds number,

Re =
uL

ν
(5)

where u and L represent characteristic velocities and length

scales in the system.
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2.3. The finite difference method

We discretize the fluid volume (Lx, Ly, Lz) onto an equidistant

grid of (Nx,Ny,Nz) points, the distance between neighbouring

grid points in each dimension being δi = Li/Ni. With these, the

approximation of the first derivative of function f on the grid

point i with respect to the x-direction when using sixth-order

central differences can be written as follows [1, pp. 5–7].

∂

∂x
fi =

1

60δx

(
− fi−3 + 9 fi−2 − 45 fi−1

+ 45 fi+1 − 9 fi+2 + fi+3

)
+ O(δ6

x) .

(6)

The second derivatives can be approximated with

∂2

∂x2
fi =

1

180δx

(
2 fi−3 − 27 fi−2 + 270 fi−1 − 490 fi

+ 270 fi+1 − 27 fi+2 + 2 fi+3

)
+ O(δ6

x) .

(7)

Additionally, mixed derivatives with respect to any two ar-

bitrary directions can be approximated by using the follow-

ing bidiagonal scheme [13], here with respect to x- and y-

directions.

∂2

∂x∂y
fi, j =

1

720δxδy

[
270( fi+1, j+1 − fi−1, j+1 + fi−1, j−1 − fi+1, j−1)

− 27( fi+2, j+2 − fi−2, j+2 + fi−2, j−2 − fi+2, j−2)

+ 2( fi+3, j+3 − fi−3, j+3 + fi−3, j−3 − fi+3, j−3)

]

+ O(δ6
x, δ

6
y) .

(8)

Finally, we can approximate second and mixed derivatives us-

ing Eq. (6) as follows

∂

∂x
(
∂

∂y
fi, j) =

1

60δx

[
−

(
∂

∂y
fi−3, j

)
+ 9

(
∂

∂y
fi−2, j

)
− 45

(
∂

∂y
fi−1, j

)

+ 45

(
∂

∂y
fi+1, j

)
− 9

(
∂

∂y
fi+2, j

)
+

(
∂

∂y
fi+3, j

)]

+ O(δ6
x) .

(9)

Computing the derivatives of a grid point requires informa-

tion from its neighboring grid points. This data access pattern is

called a k-point stencil, where data from k input points is read

in order to update the output point. We use R to denote the

radius of the stencil, which is the Chebychev distance from the

output point to the farthest input point of the stencil. For central

differences, the relation between the radius of the stencil R and

the order of the finite difference method n is thus n = 2R. Ad-

ditionally, a function solving only the first- and second-order

derivatives in d ≥ 1 dimensions using an nth-order central fi-

nite difference method uses a (dn + 1)-point stencil to update a

grid point, whereas a function, which computes also the mixed

derivatives requires a (dn + 2
(
d

2

)
n + 1)-point stencil for d ≥ 2.

The stencils used in such functions are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Two-dimensional cuts of the stencils used in the functions, which

approximate derivatives using sixth-order finite differences. A 19-point stencil

(left) is used in a function, which solves only first- and second-order derivatives,

whereas a 55-point stencil (right) is used in a function, which computes also

mixed derivatives using the bidiagonal scheme. The white and dark cells are

input and output points, respectively. For both stencils, R = 3.

2.4. Runge-Kutta integration

Our implementations are based on an explicit third-order

Runge-Kutta formula, which is written as a 2N-storage scheme

[1, p. 9]. In this approach, only one set of intermediate values

have to be memory-resident during integration.

Let u be a vector field the integration is performed on and

ũ be the field containing the intermediate values. Additionally,

let u(s) be the value of u during integration substep s. Finally,

α(s) and β(s) are coefficients whose values depend on the chosen

2N-RK3 scheme and δt is the length of the time step.

We can now write the 2N-RK scheme as

ũ(s+1) = α(s)ũ(s) +
∂

∂t
u(s)δt u(s+1) = u(s) + β(s)ũ(s+1) . (10)

The pseudocode for a naı̈ve integration with this scheme is

shown in Algorithm 1. Here ρ̃i and ũi are the intermediate re-

sults for density and velocity of a grid point at index i. Handling

of the out-of-bound indices depends on the chosen boundary

condition scheme. For the first step, α(1) must be set to 0.

Algorithm 1 Third-order 2N-storage Runge-Kutta integration

Require: Integer i belongs to the set of indices in the compu-

tational domain D.

for integration substep s = 1 to 3 do

Compute boundary conditions for ρ and u

for all i ∈ D in parallel do

ρ̃i ← α
(s)ρ̃i + δt

∂
∂t
ρi

ũi ← α
(s)ũi + δt

∂
∂t

ui

end for

for all i ∈ D in parallel do

ρi ← ρi + β
(s)ρ̃i

ui ← ui + β
(s)ũi

end for

end for

3. GPU architecture

In this section, we review GPU architecture using NVIDIA’s

CUDA as the framework of choice and discuss the challenges

3



of high-order stencil computation on GPUs. While we use ter-

minology associated with CUDA, the ideas represented here are

also analogous with those found in OpenCL and computer ar-

chitecture in general. We denote the alternative terminology in

the footnotes. Throughout this work, we use NVIDIA’s com-

pute capability 3.5 GPUs as the baseline architecture.

Graphics processing units operate in a multi-threaded SIMD

fashion and are designed to perform well in data-parallel tasks.

In order to maximize throughput in these types of tasks, GPUs

employ a large number of parallel thread processors1 and use

specialized GDDR SGRAM to increase memory bandwidth

with the cost of increased access latency. Modern GPUs also

employ small L1 and L2 caches to reduce pressure to the on-

device memory. See Table 1 for the detailed specifications of a

Tesla K40t accelerator card used in this work. In order to hide

pipeline and memory access latencies, GPUs rely mainly on

multithreading a large number of threads on their processors

in a fine-grained fashion. Alternatively, in certain problems

instruction-level parallelism (ILP) can be used for the same

latency-hiding effect [14].

Modern NVIDIA GPUs consist of Streaming Multiproces-

sors2 (SMX), which execute warps3 of CUDA threads4. In cur-

rent NVIDIA architectures, a warp is composed of 32 threads.

The threads of a warp are executed in lockstep on the thread

processors of an SMX. Finally, sets of warps form thread

blocks5, which are distributed among SMXs by a thread block

scheduler. For a more detailed description of the architecture of

GPUs, we refer the reader to [15] and [16].

Table 1: Tesla K40t specifications rounded to two decimal places.

Tesla K40t

GPU chip GK110BGL

Compute capability 3.5

GPU memory (GDDR5 SGRAM) 12288 MiB

Memory bus width 384 bits

Peak memory clock rate 3004 MHz

Theoretical memory bandwidth 268.58 GiB/s

Number of SMX processors 15

Max 32-bit registers per SIMD processor 65 536

Max shared memory per thread block 49 152 bytes

L2 cache size 1.50 MiB

3.1. Related work and optimization techniques

Optimization of GPU programs is often non-trivial and re-

quires careful tuning to attain the highest throughput. Tech-

niques for optimizing low-order stencil computation have been

studied extensively in literature, e.g. by [17] [18] [19] [20] [21],

while work on higher-order stencil computation is more limited

1Analogous terms: Processing Element, SIMD lane, CUDA core.
2Analogous terms: Compute Unit, multi-threaded SIMD processor.
3Analogous terms: Wavefront, SIMD thread.
4Analogous terms: Work item, instruction stream of a SIMD thread.
5Analogous terms: Work group.

[22] [23] and focuses on stencils, where only the axis-aligned

elements are used during an update. To our knowledge, no pre-

vious work has been published on optimizing 55-point stencil

computation using stencil elements of size 16 bytes and larger.

Memory bandwidth is a common bottleneck in stencil com-

putation because of the low bandwidth-to-compute ratio in cur-

rent microprocessor architectures. Previous work has suggested

several techniques for reducing bandwidth requirements, no-

tably spatial cache blocking techniques which aim to reduce

memory fetches by reusing as much of the data as possible be-

fore evicting it out of caches. We also adopted this idea in our

implementations we discuss in detail in Sect. 4.1 and 4.2.

However, with higher-order stencils more data is required to

be cache-resident in order to improve performance with cache

blocking. Using large amounts of shared memory in a kernel

reduces its occupancy, which in turn results in decreased ability

to hide latencies if increasing ILP in the kernel is not possible.

In current GPU architectures, the cache size is insufficient for

housing large three-dimensional blocks of 16-byte-sized grid

points.

4. GPU Implementations

Here we give an overview of our GPU implementations and

the optimizations performed upon both implementations. First,

we discretize the simulation domain into a grid as described in

Sect. 2.3. The grid consists of a computational domain, which

is surrounded by a ghost zone. We update the grid points in the

computational domain using third-order Runge-Kutta integra-

tion, while the ghost zone is used to simplify integration near

the boundaries. After each integration step, a number of grid

points are copied from the computational domain into the ghost

zone according to the boundary conditions. With this approach,

we do not have to compute the boundary conditions within the

integration kernel and can thus update all grid points in the

computational domain using the same code. We use periodic

boundary conditions throughout this work.

We store density ρ, velocity u and the intermediate result ar-

rays ρ̃ and ũ into global memory as a structure of arrays. Arrays

ρ and u include the ghost zone and are padded manually, such

that the first grid point of the computational domain is stored in

a memory address which is a multiple of 128 bytes. By padding,

we seek to reduce the number of memory transactions required

to update the grid, which is discussed more in detail in Sect. 5.

In order to avoid a race condition during integration, we allocate

memory for arrays ρ, u, ρout and uout, such that separate arrays

are used for reading and writing. Arrays ρ and u are passed to

the integration kernels using the const __restrict__ intrin-

sic, which enables these arrays to be read through the read-only

texture cache. Additionally, we store all constants discussed in

Sect. 2 into constant memory. Finally, in both our integration

kernels, we compute each derivative only once and store each

value, which is used more than once, into either shared memory

or registers.
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4.1. 55-point integration method

We solve the problem on a GPU using a modified version

of Algorithm 1. The difference is, that we use separate arrays

for reading and writing and thus can update the computational

domain in one pass over the grid points. At the end of each inte-

gration substep, the arrays are swapped efficiently using point-

ers.

In our modified integration algorithm, we update a grid point

by solving the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, Eq. (1)

and (2), within a single kernel. As we solve the derivatives

in these equations with the finite-difference equations (6), (7)

and (8), the integration kernel requires a 55-point stencil in or-

der to update a grid point. Therefore we call this approach the

55-point method. The pseudocode for the 55-point method is

shown in Algorithm 2 using the notation introduced in Sections

2.4 and 4.

Algorithm 2 Integration with the 55-point method

Require: Integer i belongs to the set of indices in the compu-

tational domain D.

for integration step s = 1 to 3 do

Compute boundary conditions for ρ and u

for all i ∈ D in parallel do

ρ̃i ← α
(s)ρ̃i + δt

∂
∂t
ρi

ũi ← α
(s)ũi + δt

∂
∂t

ui

ρout
i
← ρi + β

(s)ρ̃i

uout
i
← ui + β

(s)ũi

end for

ρ← ρout

u← uout

end for

The algorithm is implemented in CUDA as follows. Let τx,

τy and τz be the dimensions of a thread block and R the radius

of the stencil as defined in Sect. 2.3. We perform the integration

by decomposing the computational domain into τx×τy×τz-sized

blocks, where each grid point is updated by a CUDA thread.

Since the stencils used to update nearby grid points overlap, we

can reduce global memory fetches by fetching the data used by

the threads in a thread block into shared memory.

The block of grid points stored into shared memory per a

thread block is shown in Fig. 2. We call the area surrounding

the shared memory block a halo in order to distinguish it from

the ghost zones discussed in Sect. 4. Unlike ghost zones, the

boundary conditions are not applied to the halo and the grid

points in the halo are solely used for updating the grid points

near the boundaries of the thread block. For simplicity, we fetch

a total of (τx+2R)× (τy+2R)× (τz+2R) grid points into shared

memory per a thread block, even when some of the grid points

are used only by a single thread or none at all. This approach

avoids branching in the integration kernel, as all threads follow

the same execution path with the cost of additional memory

fetches. We discuss these redundant memory fetches more in

detail in Sect. 7.

In order to reduce the number of memory transactions from

global memory, we adopted the idea of a rolling cache. In this

approach, part of the data in shared memory is reused for up-

dating multiple grid points along the z-axis. We implemented

cache blocking for Alg. 2 as follows.

Initial step:

(a) Assign a block of grid points in the decomposed computa-

tional domain to a CUDA thread block.

(b) Fetch the data required for updating this block of grid

points from global memory into shared memory1.

(c) Update the block of grid points using the data stored in

shared memory.

Subsequent steps: While a thread block has updated less than

Ez blocks of grid points, do the following:

(d) Assign the next block of grid points in the z-axis to the

thread block.

(e) Since the halos of nearby blocks overlap, part of the data

obtained in the previous step can also be used to update the cur-

rent block of grid points2. Hold this data in shared memory.

Load rest of the required data from global memory into shared

memory3.

(f) Update the assigned block of grid points using the data in

shared memory.

In our implementation of the rolling cache, we avoid copy-

ing data around shared memory by using a counter indicating

the current mid-point in the shared memory block. After up-

dating a grid point, we increment this counter by τz in mod-

ulo τz + 2R. During differentiation, any out-of-bound indices

encountered when accessing shared memory are also wrapped

around modulo τz + 2R.

Additionally, let Nx, Ny and Nz be the dimensions of the com-

putational domain and Ez the number of grid points updated by

a CUDA thread. The total number of thread blocks required to

update the grid is thus

γ =
Nx

τx

·
Ny

τy

·
Nz

τzEz

, (11)

and the number of grid points fetched from global memory is

Γ55p = (τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) × (τzEz + 2R) . (12)

With the 55-point method, we perform the following number

of read-writes RW55p to global memory when Nxyz = NxNyNz.

Here we read from four arrays which require the halo (ρ and

u) and four intermediate value arrays (ρ̃ and ũ), and write the

result back to eight arrays (ρout, uout, ρ̃ and ũ).

RW55p = 4Γ55pγ + 4Nxyz︸            ︷︷            ︸
Reads

+ 8Nxyz︸︷︷︸
Writes

. (13)

However, the main problem with the 55-point method is low

occupancy caused by the large amount of shared memory re-

quired by a thread block in order to benefit from cache blocking.

This is the case also for small thread blocks. For example, when

1(τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) × (τz + 2R) grid points
2(τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) × 2R grid points
3(τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) × τz grid points
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using thread blocks of size τx = τy = τz = 8, R = 3 and stor-

ing 16 bytes of information per grid point, then a thread block

requires 43 904 bytes of the 49 152 bytes available shared mem-

ory on a Tesla K40t GPU. Therefore only one thread block can

run on the GPU at a time. This is not enough to hide the laten-

cies in our integration kernel, which becomes latency-bound.

Moreover, instruction-level parallelism cannot be used exten-

sively to hide the latencies in our approach, since the data in

shared memory can be updated only after the threads of a thread

block have updated their currently assigned grid points.

4.2. 19-point integration method

To alleviate the problem with high shared memory usage in

our 55-point method, we represent an alternative integration

method which uses an axis-aligned 19-point stencil to update

a grid point. This is achieved by computing the gradient of

divergence in Eq. 2 in two passes over the grid. The bene-

fit of this approach is, that stencil computation on GPU with

axis-aligned stencils is extensively studied and efficient cache

blocking methods for such stencils are well known [17] [18]

[19]. However, the disadvantages of this approach compared

with our 55-point method are three-fold: first, we have to per-

form more floating-point arithmetic in order to update a grid

point, which introduces a slight error. We show in Sect. 6

that this error is negligible. Second, as the grid is updated in

two steps, more memory transactions are required to complete

a single integration step. Third, when solving the system with

multiple GPUs, part of the divergence field has to be communi-

cated between the nodes.

The 19-point method works as follows. First, we reformulate

the Navier-Stokes equation in such form, that mixed derivatives

do not have to be solved in order to compute the gradient of

divergence. This is achieved by dividing a substep of a full

integration step into two passes, where the divergence field is

solved during the first pass and during the second pass, the gra-

dient of divergence is solved using the precomputed divergence

field. The complete reformulation of the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion is shown in Appendix A. Using the notation from Sect. 2.4

and ũ
(s)

partial
and u

(s)

partial
to denote the partially computed Navier-

Stokes equation, we can write the calculations done during the

first pass as follows. Here s denotes some substep of a full in-

tegration step. For RK3, s ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

∇ · u(s) =
∂

∂x
u +
∂

∂y
v +
∂

∂z
w (14)

ũ
(s+1)

partial
= α(s)ũ(s) + δt

[
−(u(s) · ∇)u(s) − c2

s∇ ln ρ(s)

+ ν

(
∇2u(s) + 2S · ∇ ln ρ(s)

)]
(15)

u
(s+1)

partial
= u(s) + β(s)ũ

(s+1)

partial
, (16)

where u = (u, v,w).

Then, with the second pass we complete the integration step

by computing ũ(s+1) and u(s+1) using the previously computed

divergence field and the partial results.

ũ(s+1) = ũ
(s+1)

partial
+ δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) (17)

u(s+1) = u
(s+1)

partial
+ β(s)δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) . (18)

The pseudocode for this approach is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Integration with the 19-point method

Require: Integer i belongs to the set of indices in the compu-

tational domain D.

for integration step s = 1 to 3 do

Compute boundary conditions for ρ and u

for all i ∈ D in parallel do

(∇ · u)i ←
∂
∂x

ui +
∂
∂y

vi +
∂
∂z

wi

ρ̃i ← α
(s)ρ̃i + δt

∂
∂t
ρi

ũi ← α
(s)ũi + δt

[
−(ui · ∇)ui − c2

s∇ ln ρi + ν

(
∇2ui + 2S ·

∇ ln ρi

)]

ρout
i
← ρi + β

(s)ρ̃i

uout
i
← ui + β

(s)ũi

end for

Compute boundary conditions for (∇ · u)

for all i ∈ D in parallel do

ũi ← ũi + δt
ν
3
∇(∇ · u)i

uout
i
← uout

i
+ β(s)δt

ν
3
∇(∇ · u)i

end for

ρ← ρout

u← uout

end for

We implemented the 19-point method in CUDA using the

idea of 2.5D cache blocking [17] [18] to reduce the number

of global memory transactions. In this approach, we set τz =

1 and store a 2-dimensional slab of data into shared memory,

shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity, we allocate shared memory for

(τx+2R)×(τy+2R) grid points, where the four R2-sized corners

of the slab are unused. Since the shared memory slab contains

only grid points in the xy-plane, the rest of the stencil points

required to solve the derivatives with respect to the z-axis are

defined as local variables, which are placed into registers by the

compiler. Similarly as in our 55-point method, each thread of a

thread block then updates multiple grid points along the z-axis.

Cache blocking works in our implementation as follows.

Initial step:

(a) Assign a 2-dimensional block of grid points to a thread

block.

(b) Fetch the data required for solving the the derivatives in the

xy-plane into shared memory4 and the data required for solving

the derivatives in the z-axis into the registers of each thread5.

(c) Update the block of grid points using the data in shared

memory and registers.

4(τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) − 4R2 grid points
52R grid points per thread
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Figure 2: A dissected shared memory block used by the 55-point method. The

halo areas in the front and back of the block have been moved to left and right

for clarity.

{

{

ty

x

{R
t

Figure 3: The shared memory slab used in the 19-point method. The stencil

computation is performed on the grid points in the center. Grey cells represent

the grid points in the halo while the black areas are unused.

Subsequent steps: While a thread block has updated less than

Ez blocks of grid points, do the following:

(d) Assign the next block of grid points in the z-axis to the

thread block.

(e) Update the non-halo area6 of the shared memory slab using

data stored in the registers of the threads and update the halo7

from global memory. For each thread, hold part of the data ob-

tained in the previous steps in registers8, but update the local

variable corresponding to the stencil point furthest along the z-

axis from global memory.

(f) Update the assigned block of grid points using the data in

shared memory and registers.

Using the same notation as in Sect. 4.1 and τz = 1, the total

number of grid points fetched from global memory by a thread

block is

Γ19p = τxτyEz︸ ︷︷ ︸
Computational area

+ 2R(τxτy + τxEz + τyEz)︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
Halo area

. (19)

Additionally, by using Eq. 11 to solve the number of thread

blocks γ required to update the grid, we can now write the num-

ber of read-writes performed in the first and second pass as fol-

lows. During the first pass, we read-write to the same arrays as

with the 55-point method in Eq. (13) with the addition of writ-

ing the divergence field to global memory. In the second pass,

we read from one array including the halo (∇ · u(s)) and six par-

tial result arrays (̃upartial and upartial), and write to six arrays (̃u

and u).

6(τx × τy) grid points
7(τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) − (τx × τy) − 4R2 grid points
82R − 1 grid points

RW19p,1st pass = 4Γ19pγ + 4Nxyz︸            ︷︷            ︸
Reads

+ 9Nxyz︸︷︷︸
Writes

(20)

and

RW19p,2nd pass = Γ19pγ + 6Nxyz︸           ︷︷           ︸
Reads

+ 6Nxyz︸︷︷︸
Writes

. (21)

5. GPU performance

In this section, we present the results of our GPU imple-

mentations described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Additionally, we

compare the performance of our implementations with the Pen-

cil Code [13], which is a high-order finite-difference solver for

compressible magnetohydrodynamic flows and is developed to

run efficiently on multi-CPU hardware. We strived to bench-

mark both our GPU implementations in a comparable way by

using equally optimized versions of both approaches. Addition-

ally we compared the performance of our GPU implementa-

tions with the Pencil Code using equally modern hardware sold

at similar price points. The performance of our GPU implemen-

tations is not compared with any other GPU finite-difference

solver, because to our knowledge, no previous work has been

done on simulating compressible fluids on GPUs using sixth-

order finite-differences.

We generated the benchmarks for the implementations by

running a test case, which simulated compressible hydrody-

namic flow by using sixth-order finite differences and third-

order Runge-Kutta integration. The benchmarks were run using

single-precision floating-point numbers unless otherwise men-

tioned. Forcing was disabled in all performance tests. In or-

der to get a fair comparison, we used grid sizes that are multi-

ples of 12 for generating the CPU results, since the workload

in this case is divided more evenly on the 12 cores of an In-

tel Xeon E5-2690v3 processor. In contrast, the optimal grid

sizes shared by both of our GPU implementations are multiples

of 32, which we used to generate the GPU results. Diverging

from our GPU implementations, Pencil Code uses a 2N-storage

Runge-Kutta integration method which we described in Sect.

2.4. Therefore our 55-point method gives the same error as the

Pencil Code, but our 19-point method does not. Additionally,

we do not know whether the single-pass approach we used in

our 55-point method would also be suitable for CPUs, and how

it would affect the performance if used within the Pencil Code.

We tested our GPU implementations on an NVIDIA Tesla

K40t accelerator card, based on a single 875-MHz Kepler

GK110BGL GPU (15 SMXs, 192 CUDA cores per SMX, 745

MHz base clock rate). The on-device memory has a bus width

of 384 bits and consists of a total of 12288 MiB of GDDR5-

3004 SDRAM (24 × 256MiB chips in clamshell mode), of

which 11520 MiB is usable as global memory. Tests were per-

formed with ECC enabled. A compute node consists of two

2.6-GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620-v2 Ivy Bridge CPUs (2.1 GHz

base clock rate, 6 cores per CPU) with 32 GiB of DDR3-1600

memory and two NVIDIA Tesla K40t accelerator cards, which

are connected via a 16x PCI Express 3.0 bus. We compiled

the program with CUDA 6.5 and Intel 14.0.1 compiler (the
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only Intel compiler supported in CUDA 6.5) for compute ca-

pability 3.5 invoking nvcc with flags -ccbin icc, -O3 and

-gencode arch=compute_35,code=sm_35.

The test case for Pencil Code was run on a compute node

consisting of two 12-core 2.6-GHz Intel Xeon E5-2690v3 pro-

cessors based on Haswell microarchitecture. Each core has 32

KiB of L1 cache and 768 KiB of L2 cache while a 30-MiB L3

cache is shared by the cores of the CPU. The main memory of

a node consists of 8 × 16 GiB DDR4-2133 DIMMs. We used

a revision of Pencil Code fetched on 2015-08-27 9. This build

was compiled with a Fortran 90 compiler for MPI programs

invoked by the mpif90 command using -O3, -xCORE-AVX2,

-fma, -funroll-all-loops and -implicitnone flags. We

used Intel compiler version 15.0.2 and Intel MPI library version

5.0.2.

The performance comparison of our GPU implementations

and the Pencil Code is shown in Fig. 4a. We achieved the rate

of 343 million updates per second using the 19-point method,

which was 2.0 times faster than integration with the 55-point

method, which achieved the update rate of 168 million updates

per second. The Pencil Code achieved an update rate of 51

million updates per second using one CPU, while the update

rate using two CPUs was 96 million updates per second. With

2563-sized grids and single-precision, we achieved the best per-

formance for the 19-point method by updating 16 and 64 grid

points per thread in the first and second half of the algorithm,

respectively. With double-precision and the 55-point method,

we had to decrease the size of a thread block to 4×4×4 threads

in order to fit the required data into shared memory. In this

case, the best performance was achieved when a total of 32 grid

points were updated by each thread. With double-precision,

we achieved the rate of 25 and 154 million elements integrated

per second with our 55-point and 19-point implementations, re-

spectively.

Fig. 4b shows the optimizations performed upon our GPU

implementations. Notably, the performance decreases during

the optimization step, where more work is added per thread.

This is caused by overusing registers in the loop, which handles

updating multiple grid points per thread, which in turn limits the

occupancy of the integration kernel. As the next optimization

step, we limited register usage with the __launch_bounds__

intrinsic, which causes any additional local variable above the

limit to spill into L1 cache, but which in turn results in bet-

ter performance because of the increased occupancy. With-

out adding more work per thread, we could not increase the

performance by limiting register usage nor using the texture

cache for reading. As the final optimization step, we moved the

device functions used to compute derivatives from separately

compiled modules to the same source file with the integration

kernel, which resulted in a large boost in performance. The

reason for this is, that when compiling a source, the compiler

cannot optimize any calls to functions in separately compiled

units, and must replace them with expensive calls which ad-

here to the application binary interface used in CUDA. With

9Revision fdf3802edcd2d9036005534c94f288cd124a069a

this step, we measured a 1.8× and 1.9× increase in performance

of our 55-point and 19-point methods, respectively. We fur-

ther improved the implementation of our 55-point method by

setting the shared memory configuration to use eight-byte ad-

dressing mode, which resulted in a speedup of 34%. This step

reduced the bandwidth requirement for L1 and shared memory,

which was previously the limiting factor in the kernel. With

the 19-point method, we did not see any notable difference

in performance. The integration rate using double-precision

is 2.1× slower for the 19-point method and 6.3× slower for

the 55-point method. Because of the increased shared mem-

ory requirements, the latency issues in the 55-point method are

accentuaded. In order to fit all the required data into shared

memory, smaller thread blocks have to be used, which reduces

both occupancy and the amount of data which can be reused.

This causes the performance to degrade more than 2× from the

single-precision results. The 19-point method is still bound by

memory bandwidth, even though the increased shared memory

requirements limit the occupancy of the first half to 25% or less

regardless of the thread block dimensions.

Tables 2 and 3 show the resource usage of our integration

kernels. The 55-point method is limited by low occupancy and

is latency-bound, achieving the memory bandwidth of 72 GB/s.

The 19-point method achieved 72% and 79% of the theoretical

maximum bandwidth during the first and second pass, respec-

tively. As the performance of the kernels used in the 19-point

method is mostly limited by the available bandwidth, the 19-

point method is bandwidth-bound. Occupancy of the 19-point

method is limited by both shared memory and register usage.

6. Physics tests

We chose three simple test cases to validate the code physics-

wise. In the first test case we initialized a smooth sine-wave

velocity profile with varying wavenumber into the domain, and

observed its decay due to diffusion, for which an analytical so-

lution can be derived. If we assume an initial condition where

u = u0 sin(kx)êy and a constant density, the velocity profile de-

cays as a function of time into

u(x, t) = u0e−νtk
2

sin(kx)êy (22)

which can be compared with a snapshot calculated by the code.

We performed the test both with the 19- and 55-point meth-

ods, and chose a high wavenumber, k = 13, to have a challeng-

ing test case for the finite difference scheme.

Our results are shown in Fig. 5, where we plot the difference

between the numerical and analytical solutions as a function

of δx, and make a power-law fit to compare the trend with the

expected one for sixth-order finite differences, ∝ δ6
x, as the res-

olution is decreased.

With both methods, the measured deviation from the analyt-

ical solution is very close to the theoretical discretization error,

the average change in the deviation when halving the amount

of grid points being 25.7. Between the two highest resolution

cases the wave is becoming too well resolved, and the single

grid point deviation is approaching the floating point accuracy,
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Figure 4: (a) Performance comparison of the 19-point, 55-point methods and the CPU reference solver and (b) the optimizations performed upon the single-precision

implementations and the double-precision results for our fastest solution, using a 1283-sized grid.

and therefore the powerlaw starts showing hints of breaking

down. However, including double-precision, this breakdown

is avoided at the highest resolution. These results clearly show

a satisfactory accuracy of the finite-difference scheme with re-

spect to the theoretical expectation.

The second test case was a radial kinetic explosion. The

spherical symmetry of the test made it possible to check the

symmetry of the computational operation within the code, the

rate-of-strain tensor, Eq. (3), in particular. The kinetic energy

was released in a small volume with a Gaussian profile, directed

radially outward from the centre of the computational domain.

In spherical coordinates, this initial condition was defined as

u(r) = uampl exp

(
(r − rshell)

2

2d2
shell

)
êr, (23)

where rshell is the radius of the shell at the peak, uampl the peak

velocity and dshell the width parameter. The Gaussian profile

helped to avoid numerical instabilities due to discontinuous ini-

tial conditions. In a 643, 1283- and 2563-sized grids we kept

uampl = 1, dshell = 0.2, rshell = 0.8, ρ0 = 1 and varied Re (Fig.

6) by changing the kinematic viscosity values. The tests were

performed with both the 55-point and the 19-point method.

We measure the degree of spherical symmetry on a Carte-

sian grid by comparing the values of the quantities along 7-

directional axes with each other. Three were the x-, y-, z-axes

and four diagonals which went from all corners to their op-

posites. As we could not match the coordinates of Cartesian

and the diagonal axes point by point, we integrated the sum

of values of each axis
( ∑
ρ
)
i and

(∑
|u|
)
i. In the ideal spher-

ically symmetric case, the results for all axes should be the

same, therefore we estimated the relative errors between axes

by taking standard deviations ∆
(∑
ρ
)

and ∆
( ∑
|u|
)
. The results

are shown in Fig. 6 for the 19-point stencil method. ∆
( ∑
|u|
)

is largest for the smallest Reynolds numbers within a certain

set with the same resolution. There is a strong decrease when

the Reynolds number is increased, and at the highest Reynolds

numbers investigated, the difference between the diagonal and

off-diagonal elements no longer changes for the highest reso-

lution cases. This is as expected, as the numerical solution is

more likely to deviate from the analytic one at small Reynolds

numbers where the viscous effects are stronger. For the lowest

resolution case no convergence is seen, indicating that this test

is too demanding to be performed with that grid spacing. There

is a weak, but opposite, trend in ∆
( ∑
ρ
)
. This is likely to be due

to the fact that the decrease of viscosity enhances the effects of

the non-conservative nature of the discretized equations. As the

55-point stencil method produces results that practically coin-

cide with the 19-point method, the results are shown in Fig. 6

only for the 19-point method. This test shows that we can sat-

isfactorily re-produce spherically symmetric structures with the

numerical scheme.
The third test case explored is a typical forced non-helical

turbulence setup. We switch on the external force term in the
momentum equation, and use a non-helical forcing function,
that can be expressed as

f(x, t) = Re

{
Nfk(t) exp

(
ik(t) · x + iφ(t)

)}
, (24)

where

N = f0cs

√
|k|cs

δt
and fk(t) =

k × e√
|k|2 − (k · e)2

. (25)

Here f0 scales the magnitude of the forcing and e is an arbitrary

unit vector perpendicular to forcing wave vector k [25]. An

isotropic set of k-vectors, with kmin ≤ |k| ≤ kmax, is generated
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Table 2: The resource usage of the integration kernels using a 1283-sized grid,

single-precision and a Tesla K40t GPU described in Sect. 5. Utilization of

the load-store (LS), control flow (CF), arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) and texture

function units (FUs) is measured in scale of 0 to 10. Throughput is measured in

terms of million grid points updated per second. For reference, the peak effec-

tive bandwidth with ECC depends on the memory access pattern of the kernel

and is expected to be roughly 80% of the theoretical maximum bandwidth [24,

Sect. 8.2]. The theoretical maximum bandwidth of a Tesla K40t GPU is 288

GB/s.

55P kernel 19P kernel, 19P kernel,

1/2 2/2

Thread block (TB)

dimensions (8, 8, 8) (32, 4, 1) (32, 4, 1)

Grid point size

(bytes) 16 16 4

TB shared memory

usage (bytes) 43 904 6080 1520

32-bit registers per

CUDA thread 126 64 26

Grid points updated

per thread 8 8 1

Memory transactions

(million) 9.3 8.2 4.3

L1/Shared memory

bandwidth (GB/s) 1374 1038 628

Device memory

bandwidth (GB/s) 72 203 227

Achieved occupancy 25 % 49 % 93 %

Occupancy limited by
Cache and

registers

Cache and

registers
n/a

Kernel bound by Latency Bandwidth Bandwidth

at the beginning of a computational run, from which they are

picked randomly at every timestep.

We denote the mean value of the set of vectors |k| as k f , and

chose sets with k f = 1.53, 2.23, 3.13, 4.12 and 10.0. With

the default domain size (2π, 2π, 2π) the box size corresponds

to k = 1. We performed the forcing tests using the 19-point

stencil method with a 2563 grid, with ν = 1.4 · 10−4, which was

the lowest viscosity still stable with this resolution.

The results of the forced turbulence test are shown as spectra

in Fig. 7, which describe the relative distribution of turbulent

energy for different wavenumbers k. The peak of turbulent en-

ergy was situated at the wavenumber of the forcing k f and cas-

caded into smaller scales or higher wavenumbers. In addition,

the spectra show that turbulence behaves isotropically. Follow-

ing the turbulence theory of Kolmogorov the kinetic energy is

expected to scale as E(k) ∝∼ k−5/3. However, the inertial range

of the turbulence, where the energy distribution follows well the

Kolmogorov theory, is quite limited at the Reynolds numbers

achievable with the current resolution and viscosity scheme. To

increase the effective Reynolds numbers, the implementation of

dynamic numerical diffusion schemes, such as shock and hy-

perviscosities [26] would be needed. However, they are special

features which are not relevant to the focus of this study.

Table 3: The resource usage of the integration kernels using a 1283-sized grid,

double-precision and a Tesla K40t GPU.

55P kernel 19P kernel, 19P kernel,

1/2 2/2

Thread block (TB)

dimensions (4, 4, 4) (32, 4, 1) (32, 4, 1)

Grid point size

(bytes) 32 32 8

TB shared memory

usage (bytes) 32 000 12 160 3040

32-bit registers per

CUDA thread 229 128 88

Grid points updated

per thread 32 32 64

Memory transactions

(million) 24.6 16.7 9.1

L1/Shared memory

bandwidth (GB/s) 228 586 324

Device memory

bandwidth (GB/s) 29 204 191

Achieved occupancy 3 % 25 % 29 %

Occupancy limited by Cache
Cache and

registers
Registers

Kernel bound by Latency Bandwidth Bandwidth

Figure 5: The root mean square of the point-by-point difference between a

snapshot and the analytical prediction (Eg. 22) at t = 1.5 for both 55-point

method and 19-point method with single- and double-precision.

7. Discussion and Conclusions

We have implemented two methods based on 19-point and

55-point stencils for simulating compressible fluids on GPUs

using third-order Runge-Kutta integration and sixth-order finite

differences. Our study is meant as a proof of concept for further

developments with multi-GPU systems. The physical problem

currently solved for is that of isothermal compressible hydro-

dynamics.

We show that integration kernels, which operate on 55-
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Figure 6: Relative directional errors of
∑
ρ and

∑
|u| at the end of the explosion

tests.

point stencils and where each stencil point holds several vari-

ables, three-dimensional cache blocking is inefficient because

of the limited amount of shared memory available on current

GPUs. While the performance of these kernels can be improved

with further optimizations, the latencies caused by arithmetic

and memory operations are difficult to hide with occupancy

without introducing redundant global memory fetches. Using

instruction-level-parallelism to hide latencies is similarly prob-

lematic, since large amounts of data are required to be cache

resident when processing several grid points at once.

We propose a reformulation of the problem, which can be

used to improve the performance of the 55-point method by

updating the simulation grid in two passes using 19-point sten-

cils. Our results show that the increased occupancy and simpler

memory access pattern in our 19-point method outweighs the

penalty of performing additional memory transactions.

Moreover, we show that the difference in accuracy of our

19-point and 55-point methods is minimal. Other studies have

shown that it is possible to achieve the bandwidth-bound limit

in stencil computation [17] [18] [19], which we also achieve

with our 19-point implementation.

We report the speedup of 1.7× and 3.6× between a 24 CPU

core node and a single GPU with the 55-point and the 19-point

methods, respectively. Between a 12-core CPU and a GPU, the

corresponding speedups are 3.3× and 6.8×. We consider this

as a success as typical supercomputer nodes have at least two

GPUs, while the most recent offerings of NVIDIA (DGX-1)

have up to eight GPUs per node. Although the final outcome

of the efforts depends crucially on how well the code scales to

multiple GPUs, the current performance is in our view clearly

worth the invested time and effort.

We devote the rest of this section for explaining our design

decisions and discussing the lessons learnt for future develop-

ment. There are at least three ways to reduce the cache re-

quirements in order to improve latency-hiding in the 55-point

method. First, smaller thread blocks can be used, which require
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Figure 7: Normalized power spectra of saturated forced turbulence with k f ∼

1.53 (top) and k f ∼ 10.0 (bottom).

fewer grid points to be cache-resident. However, since the size

of the halo stays the same, this approach increases the ratio of

memory transfers required for updating a grid point. In a 1283-

sized grid, we reached the update rate of only 85 million points

per second using (32, 4, 1)-sized thread blocks which updated

128 points per thread and alternatively the update rate of 72

million points per second with (4, 4, 4)-sized blocks updated 16

points per thread.

Second, part of the grid points can be stored into local mem-

ory while using 2.5-dimensional cache blocking. However, this

in turn complicates the program when using 55-point stencils

and introduces a large number of redundant fetches from the

on-device memory, since only the grid points stored in registers

within a warp can be shared with the shuffle instruction. For

this reason, we did not explore this approach further.

Finally, the integration kernel can be decomposed into a

number of kernels, which use a smaller amount of resources

than the initial kernel. As we show with our 19-point method,
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this optimization technique can be used to transform a latency-

bound kernel into a number of kernels, which exhibit higher

occupancy. Instead of decomposing the integration kernel of

the 55-point method with respect to each dimension, we chose

to solve the gradient of divergence separately, which in turn al-

lowed us to use smaller stencils and 2.5-dimensional blocking

efficiently, resulting in two bandwidth-bound kernels.

However, the exact speedup gained from kernel decompo-

sition is difficult to predict. If we assume that the time spent

on computation in the initial kernel is negligible and that we

achieve high enough occupancy with the decomposed kernels

to be bandwidth-bound, we can approximate the potential maxi-

mum speedup of kernel decomposition with the following equa-

tions.

Let BWmax be the maximum effective bandwidth and BWinitial

the bandwidth achieved with the latency-bound kernel. Addi-

tionally, let Minitial be the number of bytes transferred by the

initial kernel and Mi, where i ∈ N, be the number of bytes

transferred by the ith kernel of N decomposed kernels.

With these definitions, we can write the time spent on trans-

ferring data in the initial kernel and the time spent on transfer-

ring data in the decomposed kernels as

Tinitial =
Minitial

BWinitial

, Tdecomposed =

N∑

i=1

Mi

BWmax

(26)

Furthermore, we can now write the theoretical maximum

speedup as

Tinitial

Tdecomposed

=
Minitial

M1 + M2 + ... + Mn

·
BWmax

BWinitial

. (27)

However, both our implementations perform more than the

optimal amount of memory transaction to update the simula-

tion grid. Since we store the grid as a structure of arrays and

Kepler architecture GPUs service memory transactions from

global memory and L2 cache in segments of 32 bytes, mem-

ory bandwidth is wasted on transferring irrelevant bytes when

fetching data to the halos on the left and right side of the shared

memory block in the x-axis. For R = 3 and using floating-point

precision, one such memory transaction wastes bandwidth on

transferring 24 additional bytes. By using an array of structures

to store the grid, we would expect a reduction of 25.0% and

3.4% in the number of transactions used to read data with our

55-point and the first half of the 19-point methods, respectively.

In addition, shared memory and memory bandwidth is

wasted in our implementation of 55-point method, since we

fetch (τx + 2R) × (τy + 2R) × (τz + 2R) grid points into shared

memory during the initial update even when some of the data

is used by only one thread, or none at all. We chose this ap-

proach for its simplicity and to avoid branching execution paths

in the integration kernel. The optimal size for the shared mem-

ory block when using 55-point stencils is hard to formulate, but

with a numerical test we found that when τx = τy = τz = 8

and R = 3 we use approximately 34% more shared memory

with our 55-point method than the amount required for storing

only those grid points, which are used by more than one thread.

However, we do not know if using less shared memory would

increase performance, as in addition to introducing branching

to the algorithm, all grid points except the R3-sized corners of

the shared memory block fall on a memory segment, which is

serviced from global memory or L2 cache with a single memory

transaction in both approaches regardless of whether the point

is stored in shared memory.

Additionally, our 19-point implementation is not compute-

bound. Nguyen et. al [18] suggest, that it is possible to

be compute-bound in stencil computation by using temporal

blocking, where a thread block updates a block of grid points

over several timesteps and therefore larger amount of data in

shared memory can be reused. However, they also state that

temporal blocking requires a large cache to increase perfor-

mance in stencil computation where R and the size of a grid

point is high [18]. In future work, we are planning to explore

this approach as well as storing the grid as an array of struc-

tures.

Using single-precision and 2563-sized grids, we saw a 4%

improvement in performance when integrating significantly

more grid points per thread than in our optimal solution for

1283-sized grids. A contributing factor was the following.

While increasing the workload per thread reduces the number of

thread blocks running on the GPU, with larger grids the num-

ber of thread blocks is sufficiently large to saturate the GPU

with work even when integrating a much larger number of grid

points per thread. Solving more grid points per thread increases

the reuse factor, which in turn reduces the relative number of

global memory fetches needed to integrate a grid point.

While the focus of this work was to accelerate integration us-

ing single-precision, we showed that the 19-point method scales

well also to double-precision with minimal changes. With the

55-point method, we show that three-dimensional cache block-

ing becomes less efficient if the data required to integrate a grid

point is further increased. Whether further decomposition could

improve the performance over our current best solution is a mat-

ter of future research. Our tests without the rate-of-strain tensor,

S, indicate that the performance of the first half of the 19-point

method can potentially be improved by increasing occupancy of

the kernel by reducing the requirements for shared memory and

registers, which in turn pushes the bandwidth achieved closer to

the hardware maximum. However, in order to avoid introducing

a large number of additional global memory fetches, as much

of the data used for integrating a grid point should be retained

in caches until the data is no longer needed.

Also one possible way to reduce shared memory require-

ments is to decouple the computation with the velocity com-

ponents and solve the results with respect to one axis at a time.

Instead of defining four arrays in shared memory as in the cur-

rent kernel implementation, we could limit their number to two.

In order to improve latency hiding, we could also interleave

compute and memory instructions by using a technique called

Ping-Pong buffering, where the data is being processed in the

’Ping’ buffer while new data is being fetched into the ’Pong’

buffer. However, a thorough investigation is required to de-

termine whether these approaches can be used to increase the

performance of our solver.
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We are also planning to extend our implementations to sup-

port the full MHD equations. These equations would require

additional arrays to be stored in global memory, such as the

thermal energy and magnetic fields of the fluid. Since the addi-

tion of these new arrays increase the size of a grid point, spe-

cial care must be taken in order to avoid using large amounts

of shared memory. With a single-pass approach, such as our

55-point method, we would expect the occupancy to degrade

further if more data is required to be cache-resident during an

integration step. Thus, we would expect kernel decomposition

to provide speedups also with the full MHD equations, since

less data need to be stored in caches at a time in a multi-pass

approach.

On the other hand, the latest GPU architectures geared to-

wards scientific computing employ larger caches. For example,

a Tesla K80 contains 114688 bytes of shared memory. In our

current 55-point implementation, this would allow two (8, 8, 8)-

sized thread blocks to be multithreaded on a SIMD processor

instead of only one on a Tesla K40t. However, we did not

have access to a Tesla K80 and do not know if the increased

occupancy is high enough to hide the latencies in our 55-point

method and to outperform our 19-point method.

Additionally, a natural follow-up to our implementations is

to extend them to work with multi-node GPUs. We expect

inter-node communication to become the bottleneck, because

of the comparably slow PCIe bus and communication required

for solving boundary conditions. However, an important benefit

of a multi-node implementation is that it would allow us to han-

dle larger grids than the current maximum of 5123 on a Tesla

K40t.

Appendix A.

The reformulation of the Navier-Stokes equations for the 19-

point method is done as follows. For the intermediate result

holds that

ũ(s+1) = α(s)ũ(s) + δt

∂

∂t
u(s)

= α(s)ũ(s) + δt

[
−(u(s) · ∇)u(s) − c2

s∇ ln ρ(s)

+ ν

(
∇2u(s) +

1

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) + 2S · ∇ ln ρ(s)

)]

= α(s)ũ(s) + δt

[
−(u(s) · ∇)u(s) − c2

s∇ ln ρ(s)

+ ν

(
∇2u(s) + 2S · ∇ ln ρ(s)

)]
+ δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) .

When we set

ũ
(s+1)

partial
= α(s)ũ(s) + δt

[
−(u(s) · ∇)u(s) − c2

s∇ ln ρ(s)

+ ν

(
∇2u(s) + 2S · ∇ ln ρ(s)

)]
,

it follows that

ũ(s+1) = ũ
(s+1)

partial
+ δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) .

Likewise for the final result

u(s+1) = u(s) + β(s)ũ(s+1)

= u(s) + β(s)
(
ũ

(s+1)

partial
+ δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s))

)

= u(s) + β(s)ũ
(s+1)

partial
+ β(s)δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) .

When

u
(s+1)

partial
= u(s) + β(s)ũ

(s+1)

partial
,

it follows that

u(s+1) = u
(s+1)

partial
+ β(s)δt

ν

3
∇(∇ · u(s)) .
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